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How to make phylogenetic trees?

Workflow:

• obtain DNA sequence

• quality check

• sequence alignment

• calculating genetic distances

• phylogeny estimation – topology and branch length

• NJ, PM, ML, BA

• reliability test  (bootstrap)

• tree visualization



Alignment



character based (maximum parsimony, 

                       maximum likelihood, Bayesian analysis) 

two types of methods 

distance based (Neighbour-joining, UPGMA)

Two different approaches: 

algorithm – number of specific steps resulting in one best tree

methods: UPGMA, Neighbour-joining 

optimality criterion – consider and compare all theoretically possible trees 

based on selected criteria (number of evolutionary steps, likelihood value) and 

select the best one

Phylogeny estimation



distances
input is a matrix of distances between species
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proportional (p) distance

p = nd/n GATCATTAATGCGATAT

GACCGTTATTGCCATAT

p = 4/17 = 0.23

number of substitutions between sequences

p= total number of base differences/total no. of available sites
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p=3

true evolutionary 

distance=12

real number of substitutions in the 

sequence over time is usually higher 

than observed p distance

Flegr, Evoluční biologie, Academia

we can see just 3 differences (p), but in fact there was 12 substitutions



sequence 

of taxon A

sequence 

of taxon B
ut

substitution rate time

GATCATTAATGCGATAT GACCGTTATTGCCATAT

in phylogenetic analyses we use 

“correction“ of observed distances 

to estimate number of hidden 

changes (multiple mutations etc.)

correction based on different 

substitution type (Ts, Tv), different 

substitution rate, frequencies of 

nucleotides 



Examples:

Jukes-Cantor model (distance)

all substitution types and base frequencies 

are presumed equal

Kimura 2-parameter model (K2P):

transitions are more likely than transversions,

equal base frequencies

transition

transition

transversion



Starostová et al. 2010, Amphibia-Reptilia 31:134-143



methods

Neighbour-joining (NJ) - the fully 
resolved tree is “decomposed” from a 
fully unresolved “star” tree by 
successively inserting

branches between a pair of closest 
neighbors and the

remaining terminals in the tree

result is one tree

• other methods: UPGMA 
(Unweighted Pair Group Method using 
Arithmetic means), Minimal evolution



conclusion, pros and cons

distance methods rely on evolutionary models (distance 

corrections) to estimate the numbers of multiple/parallel…  

substitutions – the result is dependent on how well the accepted 

models match the actual evolutionary properties of the 

sequences

only one tree is derived

discards the primary character data

problem with interpretation of branch lengths 

very fast, ideal for the first insight



Maximum parsimony:
optimality criterion - parsimony score = minimum number of 

events (steps) required by a tree to explain the variation in the 

data

search for topologies that minimize the total tree length assuming 

a minimum number of base  changes

“Occam’s Razor” – “keep it simple“



not all characters are good 

for parsimony:

the alignment is checked for 

informative positions

= a site must have at least two 

different character states 

(nucleotides for DNA), the 

same character states in at 

least two taxa



Maximum parsimony:
optimality criterion - parsimony score = minimum number of 

events (steps) required by a tree to explain the variation in the 

data

search for topologies that minimize the total tree length assuming 

a minimum number of base  changes

“Occam’s Razor” – “keep it simple“

no. of trees 

exponentially 

increases

(2n – 3)! We already know that there are a lot of possible trees- in most    

 cases we can not compare all of them

2n-2(n-2)!     

no. of taxa no. of unrooted trees no. of rooted trees



Tree searching



Maximum parsimony

in most cases we can not compare all trees

 e.g. heuristic search

- create random tree

- calculate parsimony score 

- rearranging of the tree, 

- calculate parsimony score

- further the method works with the better (shorter) tree 

- repeated rearranging and calculating scores

- at the end shortest tree

Sometimes (quite often) we find more equal trees  



Consensus tree:

when multiple phylogenies are supported - a consensus 

tree shows only those relationships common to all trees 

(based on our settings)

• strict consensus (only relationships common to all trees)

• majority-rule consensus (relationships common to more than 50 % of trees 

are shown)



Parsimony: pros and cons

works directly with characters

straightforward, well understood principle

relatively fast

does not need a model of evolution (but not really model free –

change is rare)

performs weakly on distantly related data

long branch attraction

can produce many trees with the same parsimony score



long branch attraction (LBA)



Likelihood describes how well the model predicts the data

- it prefers higher likelihood above the lower one  

ML results in only 1 tree with branch lengths

Maximum likelihood - ML

- method compares possible phylogenetic trees on the basis of their 

ability to predict the observed data. The tree that has the highest 

probability of producing the observed sequences is preferred. 

- maximum likelihood reconstructs ancestors at all nodes of each 

considered tree, but it also assigns branch lengths based on the 

probabilities of mutations. For each possible tree topology, the assumed 

substitution rates are varied to find the parameters that give the highest 

likelihood of producing the observed sequences.



Maximum likelihood - ML

- ML uses model of sequence evolution (substitution model)
- several programs (Modeltest, jModeltest, MrAIC…)
     programs examine the goodness of fit of the model to the data

- models differ in:
• base frequencies
• probability of nucleotides changes (transition x transversion)
• heterogeneousness in different parts of sequence or in different 

position

Model examples:
Jukes-Cantor (JC),
Kimura 2-parametres model (K2P), 
General time-reversible model (GTR)



Models of sequence evolution

- models are nested, one is a 

special case of the other

General time-reversible model

Kimura 2-parametres model



Best model selection
program jModeltest (Modeltest)

Example of model:
Lset base=(0.3171 0.2948 0.1271) nst=6  rmat=(0.1710 5.8391 1.0000 0.1710 14.3282)

rates=gamma shape=0.3310 ncat=4 pinvar=0.4550;

Lset base=(0.3171 0.2948 0.1271) nst=6  rmat=(0.1710 5.8391 1.0000 0.1710 14.3282)

rates=gamma  shape=0.3310 ncat=4 pinvar=0.4550;

1. -  relative base composition (4th is 1-(fr1st+fr2nd+fr3rd))

2. -  No. of substitution types (1 = same probability for all bases, 

       6 = every substitution has different probability) 

3. -  substitution rate matrix – rate of changes of each type of bases in alignment

4. -  probability of changes distribution in individual positions

       (equal = equal for all position, gamma = with different 

gama distribution, invgamma)

5. -  shape of gamma distribution

6. -  gamma distribution category

7. -  ratio (proportion) of invariable sites

 

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6. 7.



Maximum likelihood

pros
• a lot of possible models of sequence evolution, robust to deviations from the model

cons
• computationally demanding, slow (nowadays not so big problem)

ML method can decrease effect of LBA

Swofford et al,. Systematic Biology, 2001



reliability tests

-nonparametric resampling methods - bootstrapping, jackknifing  

 new data sets are created from the original data 

set by sampling columns of characters at random

- each site can be sampled again with the same 

probability as any of the other sites





Starostová et al. 2010, Amphibia-Reptilia 31:134-143

Bootstrap values:

 < 50% - no - just by chance ; > 75% ok;  95-100% great



Bayesian inference/analysis

Based on theorem of Thomas Bayes (18. century) – Bayesian theorem

- describes the probability of an event, based on prior 

knowledge of conditions that might be related to the event

Bayesian inference of phylogeny uses a likelihood function to create a 

quantity called the posterior probability of trees using a model of evolution 

(substitution model), based on some prior probabilities (priors), producing the 

most likely phylogenetic tree for the given data





Bayesian inference of phylogeny uses a likelihood function to create a 

quantity called the posterior probability of trees using a model of evolution 

(substitution model), based on some prior probabilities (priors), producing 

the most likely phylogenetic tree for the given data

- the hypothesis H is a combination of 

topology of branches, branch length and 

parameter of the substitution model

- we may approximate the posterior 

distribution for H using Marcov Chain Monte 

Carlo (MCMC) methods



Bayesian analysis step-by-step:

- 4 chains

- 3D space (area) with all possible trees

- find (built) first tree, compute likelihood (L)

- second tree, compute L

- if L is better, jump to the second tree, if not, stay with the first one

Bayesian analysis 

higher likelihood

global maximum

local maximum



Two types of chains:

Cold – conservative one, can jump only upwards, if finds better L value

Warm – three chains – can jump also downwards + jump accidentaly + call cold 

one if find better topology

higher likelihood

higher likelihood

global maximum

local maximum



higher likelihood

global maximum

local maximum



- If there are enough generations (i.e. search steps) cold chain finds the highes 

global L

higher likelihood

global maximum

local maximum
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Trees at the beginning of run are not OK – we have to cut them (burnin)

MrBayes run

- Output of MrBayes is 

file with all trees found 

by cold chain during 

the procedure 

Usually every 100th 

tree from milions 

generation is saved

- Usually we have two 

runs



Posterior probabilty

BPP (PP) is parameter of Bayesian analysis – instead of bootstraps

• BPP: represent the probability that the corresponding clade is true 

  conditional on the model, the priors, and the data

• below 0.95 – 0.9 topology is considered unreliable



Ziheng Yang & Bruce Rannala, 2012, Nature Reviews Genetics



Tree visualization:



(IguigNA1_:0.00221,(Iguig:0.01733,(((Cpinguis:0.05228,((((Cstej1:0.00012, 

Cstej2:0.00098):0.00354,Ccor:0.00543):0.03863,((Cric1:0.00184,

Cric2:0.00184):0.01853,(Cyccar2:0.00636,Cyccar1:0.00498):0.01702):0.03298):0.01722,

(Ccollei:0.04462,(Crileyi:0.01300,((Clew1:0.00221,Clew2:0.00221):0.00885,

(((Ccay1:0.00442,Ccay2:0.00111):0.00111,(Cnubnub1:0.00111,Cnubnub2:0.00000):0.00332):0.0

0885,((Cinor:0.00000,Cfig1:0.00111,Cfig2:0.00332):0.00221,(Ccychc2:0.00000,

Ccychc:0.00000):0.00221):0.01051):0.00442):0.01023):0.02222):0.01447):0.02213):0.06215,Igu

deli:0.05379):0.02871,IguigSA1_:0.02231):0.01069):0.02471,IguigCA1_:0.00553);

Tree visualization:
- Newick format

(A,(B,(C,(D,E))))

Different programs for tree 

visualization: TreeView, 

FigTree, Dendroscope



Take -Home Message!

- there are more methods how to calculate tree

- a phylogenetic tree is a hypothesis

- we have to test the reliability

- obtaining a good alignment is one of the most crucial steps 

towards a good phylogenetic tree

Software: MP: PAUP*, TNT, Phylip, MEGA, …

       ML: PAUP*, PHYML, GARLI, RAxML, Phylip, MEGA,…

       BA: MrBayes

       NJ: PAUP*, Phylip, MEGA, …



Ziheng Yang & Bruce Rannala, 2012, Nature Reviews Genetics



But what to do if tree does not look „good“?

- add some more genes/sequences

- add some taxa



Rokas & Carroll (2005) Mol. Biol. Evol.

- majority of taxa should have the most complete dataset!



- add some taxa

- add some more genes/sequences

- change alignment parameters – the most important 

- different model of sequence evolution for each gene

- model of sequence evolution can be different for all position 

in coding genes

partitioning analysis

- do not overpartition (Partition Finder v1.1.0 – Lanfear et al. 2012)

But what to do if the tree does not look „good“?



- add some taxa

- add some more genes/sequences

- change alignment parameters – the most important (contamination, „strange“ 

taxa)

- different model of sequence evolution for each gene

- model of sequence evolution can be different for all position in coding genes

- knowledge of secondary 

structure

- try more than one phylogenetic 

method (usually BA and ML (MP))

secondary structure of the part of 

DNA (RNA) of 28S rDNA

But what to do if the tree does not look „good“?



Why use of molecular 

phylogetics in zoology ?

• phylogeny of different groups of taxa 

• definition of species boundary – use in  

taxonomy, cryptic species detection, character 

mapping and comparison

• studying biodiversity

• biogeography

• conservation biology

• disease prediction (Ebola, honey-bee 

pathogens, resistance etc.)

…



Phylogeny of Eucaryota (and 

Procaryota)



Derelle et al. PNAS 2015;112:E693-E699



Phylogeny of 

mammals

- 447 orthologous genes
Song et al. 2012 – 

PNAS

slide prepared by Petr Janšta



Closest relatives to primates

Colugos (Dermoptera) – sister 

group of primates, 

- arboreal gliding mammals that 

are native to Southeast Asia

- also called flying lemurs

Janečka et al., Science 2007



Phylogenetic analyses based on DNA 

data clarified the evolutionary relationships 

between humans and other primates

- Darwin was the first to speculate on evolutionary relationships between humans 

and other primates

- in 1960 from fossils paleontologist concluded that chimps and gorillas are our 

closest relatives and that the split occurred 15 MYA

- different molecular data put this split as much more recent - around 5 MYA



Humans, chimpanzees, and bonobos are more closely related to one another than 

either is to gorillas or any other primate. 

Comparison of genomes: humans and chimpanzees shared a common ancestor 

∼5-7 MYA. The difference between the two genomes is ∼4%—comprising ∼35 million 

single nucleotide differences and ∼90 Mb of insertions and deletions.

The 1.2% chimp-human distinction involves only substitutions in genes that 

chimpanzees and humans share. 



Integrative taxonomy

• only 14–75% of estimated planet´s 

biodiversity is described (Mora et al. 2011, 

Costello, May & Sork 2013)

• limitation of morphological x molecular 

taxonomy

• integrative taxonomy (at first molecules 

and then morphology)

slide prepared by Petr Janšta



Cryptic species diversity in 

Hemiphyllodactylus geckos

• Previously known only 8 species and some subspecies, same 

appearance, loss of good diagnostic characters

slide prepared by Petr Janšta



slide prepared by Petr Janšta



Divergency plot – usually 18-30% in 

ND gene

slide prepared by Petr Janšta



• Fossil dating (Idarnes from 
Dominican Amber – 30-15My; 
endemic taxa to Mauritius (8My) 
and Solomon Islands (11-12My)

• Several genes, very well resolved 
topology

• Ficus origin 100-60My, Ficus 
pollinator origin 70-15My

• Sycophaginae origin (48-35My)

…

Biogeography

slide prepared by Petr Janšta



slide prepared by Petr Janšta



slide prepared by Petr Janšta



Out of Australia and back again!

slide prepared by Petr Janšta
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